Cardiac motion atlases provide a space of reference in which the motions of a cohort of subjects can be directly compared. Motion atlases can be used to learn descriptors that are linked to different pathologies and which can subsequently be used for diagnosis. To date, all such atlases have been formed and applied using data from the same modality. In this work we propose a framework to build a multimodal cardiac motion atlas from 3D magnetic resonance (MR) and 3D ultrasound (US) data. Such an atlas will benefit from the complementary motion features derived from the two modalities, and furthermore, it could be applied in clinics to detect cardiovascular disease using US data alone.
Introduction
Better understanding the motion of the heart through the cardiac cycle is crucial in aiding diagnosis in a wide range of cardiovascular pathologies as well as for the optimisation of related clinical procedures. In recent years, statistical cardiac atlases have been proposed as a way of analysing cardiac motion in the context of population variation. However, to date, all such techniques have been based on motion information estimated from a single imaging modality. Several factors suggest that information from multiple modalities may be complementary and offer advantages.
For instance, the spatial and/or temporal resolutions of the modalities may differ, or motion tracking algorithms may exploit different imaging characteristics such as speckle in ultrasound (US). Therefore, using the combined information may provide a richer description of cardiac function. Moreover, a multimodal atlas would open up the possibility of applying the atlas using a single, low cost, modality such as US, whilst exploiting the higher quality, but higher cost, of another modality such as magnetic resonance (MR) .
In this paper we demonstrate and evaluate a framework for forming such an atlas from MR and US data. To form the atlas we first perform a spatial and temporal normalisation of subjects' cardiac geometry and motion, and then we apply a dimensionality reduction algorithm to find a common space between both modalities to extract meaningful descriptors and model the intermodality variability. In this introduction, we first review the literature on single modality statistical cardiac motion atlases. Then, we review techniques commonly used to subsequently reduce the dimensionality of the high dimensional motion data for further analysis. Next, we review common approaches for statistical analysis. Then, we review some techniques proposed for multimodal data fusion. Finally, we briefly outline our approach in order to highlight our key contributions.
Single modality motion atlases
A statistical motion atlas provides a space in which the motions of a cohort of subjects can be directly compared. Statistical cardiac atlases have been proposed for characterising abnormal cardiac motion, as well as for detecting suspected cardiac disease as early as possible. Typically, such atlases have focused on the left ventricle (LV), as it is the chamber primarily investigated for diagnosing cardiac diseases. The shape and motion of the LV have been estimated from imaging data acquired using MR ( Chandrashekara et al., 2003; Rougon et al., 2004; Perperidis et al., 20 05a; Ardekani et al., 20 09; Lu et al., 20 09; Garcia-Barnes et al., 2010; De Craene et al., 2012; Medrano-Gracia et al., 2014a; Bai et al., 2015b; Peressutti et al., 2017 ) , US ( Duchateau et al., 2010; or Computed Tomography ( Hoogendoorn et al., 2013 ) . To date, most atlases have been built from less than 100 subjects ( Chandrashekara et al., 2003; Rougon et al., 2004; Perperidis et al., 2005a; Duchateau et al., 2010; De Craene et al., 2012; Lu et al., 2009; Garcia-Barnes et al., 2010; Peressutti et al., 2017 ) . In a few cases, larger databases have been used to construct motion atlases, such as the Cardiac Atlas Project that contains 30 0 0 subjects, consisting of 2864 asymptomatic volunteers from the MESA cohort and 470 patients with myocardial infarction from the DETERMINE cohort ( Fonseca et al., 2011; Medrano-Gracia et al., 2013b; 2014a ) and the Hammersmith data set ( Bai et al., 2015b ) that contains 1093 healthy subjects.
In general, motion atlas construction entails the following steps: (1) geometry estimation, commonly achieved by segmenting the anatomy of interest and generating a 3D mesh that will represent it; (2) motion estimation using a motion tracking algorithm; (3) temporal normalisation that aims to ensure temporal correspondence across the cardiac cycle; (4) spatial normalisation that aims to remove bias towards subject-specific geometries; and (5) motion reorientation, which transports motion estimates from subjectspecific to atlas coordinate systems.
Although many authors have broadly followed this pipeline, their works differ in the techniques used to estimate the LV geometry and motion, and to represent the motion. For example, Medrano-Gracia et al. (2015) ; 2013b ) fitted a finite-element model to cine-MR sequences to estimate the LV geometry, whilst Sinclair et al. (2016) and Peressutti et al. (2017) employed a statistical shape model of the LV to enforce point correspondence amongst all LV geometries. Furthermore, the different motion tracking algorithms proposed can be divided into: generic methods that can be applied to any image modality ( Rueckert et al., 1999; Mansi et al., 2011; Rougon et al., 2004 ) ; and modality-specific methods that try to take advantage of the nature of the data to estimate the motion, such as tagged MR-specific algorithms ( Zhou et al., 2015; Arts et al., 2010 ) , and speckle-tracking algorithms for US motion estimation ( Crosby et al., 2009; Kaluzynski et al., 2001 ) . Temporal normalisation has been achieved by landmark-based piecewise linear warping of cardiac timings ( Rougon et al., 2004; Perperidis et al., 2005b; De Craene et al., 2012 ) or by normalising by the length of the cardiac cycle ( Sinclair et al., 2016; Peressutti et al., 2017 ) . Spatial normalisation has been previously achieved using a combination of global and local transformations Peressutti et al., 2017 ) . First, a global transformation addresses spatial differences caused by size, orientation and translation of the LV geometries, then a local transformation addresses the differences in local shape. Some authors have combined temporal normalisation with spatial normalisation to directly compute spatiotemporal deformations. For example, Perperidis et al. (2005b ) used a spatiotemporal registration method that finds the temporal and spatial transformation components at the same time using image information only. Durrleman et al. (2013) extended the piecewise linear regression for shape time-series by using piecewise geodesic interpolation. Finally, reorienting motion from subject-specific coordinate systems to the atlas coordinate system is achieved by parallel transport of vector fields and tensors ( Rao et al., 2004; Qiu et al., 2009; Lorenzi et al., 2011 ) .
Motion representation and dimensionality reduction
Cardiac motion can be represented in a spatiotemporal cardiac atlas in a number of different ways, including intensity-based ( Lu et al., 2009 ) , displacement-based ( Chandrashekara et al., 2003; Perperidis et al., 2005a; Garcia-Barnes et al., 2010; Bai et al., 2015b ) , velocity-based ( Duchateau et al., 2011; , and momentumbased ( Ardekani et al., 2009 ) approaches.
In many cases, the motion representation in the atlas space is very high dimensional, and in order to be able to obtain meaningful descriptors, many authors have proposed the use of dimensionality reduction algorithms as a pre-processing step. Techniques proposed include principal component analysis (PCA) ( Rougon et al., 2004; Perperidis et al., 2005a; Medrano-Gracia et al., 2010; Hoogendoorn et al., 2013; McLeod et al., 2013 ) , independent component analysis ( Suinesiaputra et al., 2009; Medrano-Gracia et al., 2010 ) , manifold learning , and bilinear spatiotemporal models ( Hoogendoorn et al., 2009; Akhter et al., 2012 ) , in which the inter-subject variation and inter-phase variation are encoded separately in two dimensions. Usually, pattern analysis and classification follow this pre-processing step.
Alternatively, some methods focus on a regional heart motion analysis, for example by dividing the LV myocardium into 17 standard segments according to the American Heart Association (AHA) delineation, then performing an analysis of the motion within each segment ( Rougon et al., 2004; Suinesiaputra et al., 2009; Punithakumar et al., 2013 ) . Based on the AHA delineation, McLeod et al. (2012) ; 2013 ); proposed a polyaffine model to represent the 4D LV motion using a low number of parameters. An advantage of dividing the myocardium into segments in this way is that the AHA delineation is widely understood by clinicians. However, coronary perfusion territories do not follow the AHA segment delineations so they may not be the optimal representation for diagnostic purposes. Motivated by this, Bai et al. (2015a ) proposed an alternative parcellation of the LV based on motion information.
Statistical analysis
Based on the motion descriptors extracted, different statistical methods have been used to analyse differences between groups. For example, Duchateau et al. (2010) ; 2011 ) introduced a framework to assess septal flash, which denotes an early septal inward/outward motion. From the motion atlas, they calculated the Hoteling s T-square distance between the velocity distributions of the atlas population and each individual. A higher value of abnormality corresponded to a lower p-value. Later, De Craene et al. (2012) used statistical parametric mapping (SPM) on the velocity field obtained from the motion atlas to quantify motion abnormality. More recently, Bai et al. (2015b ) applied SPM analysis on a larger database (10 0 0 subjects) to study the impact of gender and age on regional myocardial wall thickness.
In the multimodal domain, Medrano-Gracia et al. (2013a ) proposed an atlas-based method to correct shape bias between different MR sequence acquisitions. They showed that after applying bias correction they can improve the detection of statistical differences in regional shape and motion between cohorts.
Multimodal feature fusion
In various disciplines, information about the same phenomenon can be acquired from different views (e.g. types of detectors, different conditions, multiple experiments or subjects, etc.). Combining (or fusing) the information from the multiple views can help to exploit their natural strengths and reduce redundancies. Therefore, multimodal data fusion has gained considerable attention in the literature in recent years. When applied in a machine learning context, this concept is known as multi-view learning. In general, multi-view learning algorithms can be categorised into ( Xu et al., 2013 ) : (1) co-training methods, which try to find mutual agreement on two distinct views of the data by alternately training a set of classifiers defined in each view; (2) multiple kernel learning, which uses a predefined set of kernels for each view, and combines them either linearly or non-linearly to improve learning performance; and (3) subspace learning, which aims to obtain a lowdimensional latent subspace shared by multiple views by assuming that the input views were generated from this subspace. In the context of this paper, the main motivation for multimodal feature fusion is to find a latent subspace shared by 3D MR and 3D US data to facilitate a more robust characterisation of cardiac motion using low cost 3D US data. Therefore, we focus on multi-view subspace learning here.
Multi-view subspace learning techniques can be further subdivided into: supervised techniques that require full knowledge of the correspondences between the data from the different views ( Hotelling, 1936; Wold et al., 1984 ) ; semi-supervised techniques that require a subset of such correspondences to be known ( Ham et al., 2005; Georg et al., 2008 ) ; and lastly, unsupervised techniques that do not require such knowledge ( Wachinger et al., 2012; Mateus et al., 2007 ) . Note that there is a close link between multiview subspace learning and manifold alignment, and often the two terms can be considered as synonyms, although typically manifold alignment approaches have tended to be semi-supervised or unsupervised (e.g. Ham et al. (2005) ).
Relevant literature in the medical field includes Guerrero et al. (2014) , who adapted the Laplacian eigenmaps method to learn a joint low-dimensional representation of brain MR images acquired either at 1.5 and 3 Tesla, and Lorenzi et al. (2016) , who used partial least squares to analyse the joint variation between genotype and phenotype in Alzheimer s disease patients.
Our contributions
In this paper, we present a framework for building a spatiotemporal atlas from imaging data acquired from a cohort of subjects using two different modalities (MR and US), but to apply it to a new subject using only US. The technique works by applying a multi-view subspace learning algorithm ( Sun, 2013; Xu et al., 2013 ) to simultaneously reduce the dimensionality of the two modalities into a common latent subspace. This is the first time that such a technique has been proposed in the area of atlas formation. We evaluate our approach on a large scale monomodal data set based on 10 0 0 subjects from the UK Biobank database, and also MR and US data acquired from a cohort of 50 volunteers, and use the atlas to analyse the dominant motion patterns and the differences between motion data estimated using the two modalities.
We have previously presented a feasibility study on this work using a 'naive' single view learning approach (PCA) ( Puyol-Antón et al., 2016 ) . We now extend this work to evaluate an improved temporal normalisation scheme that aligns specific cardiac timings and also evaluate two different multi-view subspace learning algorithms: partial least squares regression (PLS) and canonical correlation analysis (CCA). We compare these multi-view approaches to PCA.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 , we detail the acquisition protocols of the large scale monomodal data set and the real data set. In Section 3 we describe the framework used to build the multimodal spatiotemporal cardiac motion atlas, including a description of the different multiview learning algorithms employed. Section 4 is devoted to experiments on the large scale monomodal data set and the real data set. Finally, Section 5 discusses the findings of this paper in the context of the literature and suggests potential improvements for future work.
Materials
We now describe the data used in our experiments. These consist of a large scale monomodal data set and a real multimodal data set.
Large scale monomodal data set
For systematic validation and understanding of the robustness of the proposed dimensionality reduction algorithms, we used 10 0 0 subjects from the UK Biobank cohort. 1 From this data set, we used the multi-slice short-axis cine MR sequence (TR/ TE = 2.7/1.16 ms, flip angle = 80 °). Typical slice thickness was 8.0 mm with an in-plane resolution 1.8 mm × 1.8 ms. The temporal resolution for all subjects was 50 frames per cycle. Further acquisition parameters can be found in Petersen et al. (2016) . Details of how we used these data to assess the dimensionality reduction algorithms can be found in Section 4.2 .
Real multimodal data set
Three real MR and US data sets were used for evaluation in this paper. The first is the database used for the cardiac motion analysis challenge that was held at the 2011 MICCAI workshop "Statistical Atlases and Computational Models of the Heart: Imaging and Modelling Challenges" (STACOM'11) ( Tobon-Gomez et al., 2013 ) . The STACOM'11 database includes MR and US data sets from 15 healthy volunteers acquired at the Division of Imaging Sciences and Biomedical Engineering, King's College London, United Kingdom, and the Department of Internal Medicine II -Cardiology, University of Ulm, Germany.
The second data set was recently acquired at the Division of Imaging Sciences and Biomedical Engineering, King's College London, United Kingdom, and contains 9 MR and US data sets acquired from healthy volunteers.
The third data set was acquired at the Division of Cardiology, Cliniques Universitaires St-Luc, Avenue Hippocrate 10-2881, B-1200 Brussels, Belgium. This contains MR and US data acquired from 26 healthy volunteers.
For all cases the MR acquisitions were performed using a 3T Philips Achieva System (Philips Healthcare, Best, The Netherlands), and the US data sets were acquired using an iE33 3D echocardiography system (Philips Medical Systems, Bothell, WA, United States) with a 1-5 MHz transthoracic matrix array transducer (xMATRIX X5.1). Full-volume acquisition mode was used in which several smaller imaging sectors acquired over multiple cardiac cycles are combined to form a large composite volume. In particular, the three data sets contain for each subject:
• cine SA : a multi-slice short-axis cine-MR sequence (TR/ TE = 3.0/1.5 ms, flip angle = 60 °). Typical slice thickness was between 8.0 and 10.0 mm with an in-plane resolution ≈ 1.0 mm × 1.0 mm. Typical temporal resolution was between 25 and 30 frames per cycle. In our framework, the ED frame only of the cine SA data was used for geometry estimation (see Section 3.1 ). The cine SA sequence was not used for motion estimation.
• TAG : a 3D tagged MR sequence in three orthogonal directions (TR/ TE = 7.5/3.2 ms, flip angle = 19 °, tag distance between 7.7 and 8.8mm. The images have reduced field-of-view enclosing the LV, with typical isotropic 3D spatial resolution between 2.5 mm and 1.1 mm, and typical temporal resolution between 22 and 30 frames per cycle. The TAG data was used for motion estimation (see Section 3.3 ).
• US : a 3D apical ultrasound sequence. Typical slice thickness was between 0.7 mm and 1.0 mm with an in-plane resolution ≈ 0.65 mm × 0.8 mm. Typical temporal resolution was between 15 and 23 frames per cycle. The US data was used for geometry and motion estimation (see Sections 3.1 and 3.3 ).
The three real data sets described above were combined to form a single data set for the experiments described in this paper.
Methods
We now briefly outline the procedure used for multimodal spatiotemporal atlas formation, which is based on the framework described in Puyol-Antón et al. (2016) and Peressutti et al. (2017) . The proposed framework is illustrated in Fig. 1 .
LV geometry definition
For each subject, the LV myocardium was manually segmented in the end-diastolic (ED) cine SA and US images using ITK-SNAP ( Yushkevich et al., 2006 ). An open-source statistical shape model (SSM) was optimised to fit to the LV binary mask following an initial rigid registration using anatomical landmarks ( Bai et al., 2015b ) . The use of landmarks ensured that the LV mesh was aligned to the same anatomical features for each patient, and the endocardial and epicardial surfaces of the mesh were smoothly fitted to the myocardial mask, providing surface meshes with point correspondence for each of the subjects and a 17 AHA regions segmentation. An example of a mesh fitted to cine SA and US images is illustrated in Fig. 2 , visualised using Eidolon 2 .
MR/US alignment
In order to apply the mesh generated from cine SA to the TAG sequence, we rigidly aligned the cine SA and TAG sequences. To achieve this, we first generated a detagged MR volume from the TAG sequence using Eidolon , and then we used an intensity-based rigid registration ( Studholme et al., 1999 ) to align the detagged and cine SA sequences at ED. The rigid registration algorithm was implemented in the Image Registration Toolkit (IRTK). 3 Furthermore, in order to compare US and MR-based motion estimation, the US and MR images should be represented in a common space. To achieve this, a Procrustes alignment ( Gower and Dijksterhuis, 2004 ) was applied to align LV mesh points derived from each of the two modalities. The AHA segmentations generated in both meshes were used to ensure that the midseptum was in the same location in both modalities. An example of registered MR/US images is shown in Fig. 2 . 
LV motion estimation
A 3D GPU-based B-spline free-form deformation (FFD) registration was used ( Rueckert et al., 1999 ) to estimate LV motion between consecutive frames of the MR and US sequences. As described in Sinclair et al. (2016) and Peressutti et al. (2017) , the sequentially estimated FFD deformation fields were composed to obtain the FFD transformation from each cardiac phase to the reference ED phase. Furthermore, a 3D+ t cyclic B-spline was fitted to the composed 3D transformations in order to estimate a full cycle 3D+ t transformation ( Unser, 1999 ) using the IRTK software. The result of the motion estimation was, for each subject n , a smooth
, where x represents the spatial coordinates of the vertices and t is the cardiac phase.
Temporal normalisation
Temporal normalisation aims to ensure temporal correspondence between subjects. In cardiology, corresponding time-points can be defined as the timings of specific cardiac physiological states, e.g. the end of diastole/systole for a given ventricle (see Fig. 3 ). In this paper, in contrast to Puyol-Antón et al. (2016) and Peressutti et al. (2017) , we use a temporal normalisation scheme that aligns specific cardiac timings across subjects, rather than normalising only with respect to the length of the cardiac cycle. We believe that establishing correspondences between the cardiac timings of the subjects and bringing them to a normalised time-scale will reduce the inter-subject and inter-modality variability and improve the accuracy of dimensionality reduction algorithms.
We automatically identified the following cardiac timings based on volume curves computed using the estimated geometries and motions for all subjects (note that the temporal normalisation step is applied separately to the MR and US data). • Beginning of the isovolumic contraction phase: The point at ED at which the volume in the cavity is maximised -the end diastolic volume (EDV). This cardiac timing corresponds to the label "1" in Fig. 3 . For both MR and US sequences, the ED frame corresponds to the first frame of the sequence.
• Beginning of the isovolumetric relaxation phase: The point at the end of systole (ES) at which the volume in the cavity is minimised -the end systolic volume (ESV). This minimum volume is the point where the first derivative of the volume of the cavity is zero. This cardiac timing corresponds to the label "2" in Fig. 3 . • Beginning of the atrial systole phase: The point when the atrium contracts and increases the volume in the ventricle with only a small amount of blood. Atrial contraction is complete before the ventricle begins to contract. The point of maximum atrial contraction is the minimum of the second derivative of the volume of the LV cavity. This cardiac timing corresponds to the label "3" in Fig. 3 .
Temporal normalisation was achieved for each modality by aligning these three cardiac timings and using piecewise linear scaling to interpolate a fixed number of time points between them to ensure that the number of frames was equal for all of the subjects.
Spatial normalisation
Spatial normalisation aims to remove bias towards differences in subject-specific LV geometries from the motion analysis. From the previous steps, LV meshes at ED were derived from K subjects from MR and US data. First, a Procrustes alignment was performed to register each mesh to a single mesh selected randomly from the subject cohort, producing a set of affine transformations
An unbiased LV mesh was produced by first computing an average of the aligned meshes, and then multiplying this average mesh by the inverse of the average affine transfor-mation, which we denote by ˜
} was normalised to enforce an average similarity transformation equal to identity ˆ
} was used to align each mesh to the unbiased LV mesh. The resulting transformation from the subject-specific coordinate system to the unbiased LV mesh is given by φ k = φ k T PS
•ˆ φ k a f f .
Medial surface generation
In order to spatially reduce and regularise the number of vertices ( ≈ 220 0 0) of the SSM mesh, a medial mesh with regularly sampled vertices ( ≈ 10 0 0) was generated from the personalised SSM epicardial and endocardial meshes using ray-casting and homogeneous downsampling followed by cell subdivision. The same resampling strategy was employed for all personalised SSM meshes to maintain point correspondence, while reducing the dimensionality of the problem. In our case we only keep points that are more than 3 mm apart from each other, thus reducing the number of vertices of the mesh. We believe that the use of a medial surface enables a more robust motion estimation compared to the endoand epicardial surfaces of the SSM as it is likely to be less affected by motion tracking errors which can be caused by inaccuracies in the ED segmentation.
Motion reorientation
For each subject k , for each modality, displacements u m,t,k = x m,t,k − x m,ED,k were computed, where x m, t, k corresponds to the spatial coordinates of vertex m at cardiac phase t for subject k . With the aim of comparing the LV motions from different subjects in the atlas coordinate system, displacement data for each subject were reoriented into the atlas coordinate system under a small deformation assumption ( Ashburner, 2007 ) using a push-forward action ( Rao et al., 2004; Perperidis et al., 2005a ) :
where J φ k ( x m,ED,k ) is the Jacobian of the anatomical transformation φ k mapping each subject's reference ED medial mesh to the atlas ED medial mesh, computed at location x m, ED, k .
Transform to local coordinate system
For a more intuitive understanding of the LV motion, displacements in the atlas coordinate system were projected onto a local cylindrical coordinate system, providing radial r , longitudinal l , and circumferential c information. The long axis of the LV ED atlas medial mesh was used as the longitudinal direction.
Dimensionality reduction
As a result of the previous steps, the LV displacements u atlas m,t,k ∀ m, t, k are represented in a common coordinate system.
With the aim of combining the motion data from US and MR and reducing the dimensionality of the data, we evaluated three different dimensionality reduction techniques: PCA ( Hotelling, 1933 ) , CCA ( Hotelling, 1936 ) , and the 2 blocks PLS regression algorithm ( Wegelin et al., 20 0 0; Wold, 1985 ) .
All of the evaluated dimensionality reduction techniques are linear. Therefore, they try to determine optimal linear mappings from the high dimensional spaces (i.e. displacement data derived from MR and US) to a low dimensional space whilst preserving as much information as possible. All algorithms represent the multiview input data as vectors. Consequently, for each modality, the LV displacements at all cardiac phases were concatenated to form a single feature vector for each subject. The high dimensional MR and US feature vectors formed in this way represent the inputs to the algorithms and their corresponding low dimensional embeddings represent the outputs.
Despite the differences between the proposed algorithms, all of them can be written as a generalised eigenproblem ( Wilkinson, 1965 ) . A key difference between them is that PLS and CCA are multi-view subspace learning algorithms and try to find basis vectors for two sets of variables (MR and US derived) such that the projections onto these basis vectors are mutually maximised based on certain criteria. PCA, on the other hand, estimates an orthogonal linear transformation that transforms the data from a single set of variables (i.e. a single modality) into a low dimensional space preserving as much of the variance in the data as possible. PLS and CCA were trained on multi-view MR and US derived data, whereas PCA was trained on MR derived data only and then applied to both MR and US derived data.
We now describe PCA, PLS and CCA using a common notation ( Borga et al., 1997 ) . In the following, C xx and C yy correspond to the covariance matrices of the first (i.e. MR) and second (i.e. US) data sets respectively, and C xy and C yx are the cross-covariance matrices of the two data sets (MR/US).
PCA was proposed in Hotelling (1933) to find an orthogonal linear transformation that transforms a set of variables into a new space where they are uncorrelated. This transformation is defined such that it finds the directions of maximum data variance.
It can be reformulated as a generalised eigenvector problem as follows:
where λ PCA and w are the eigenvalues and eigenvectors respectively of the matrix C xx . PLS was proposed in Wold et al. (1984) to model the associations between blocks of observed variables. In our work, we focus on the 2 blocks PLS regression algorithm that uses the nonlinear iterative partial least squares (NIPALS) algorithm ( Wegelin et al., 20 0 0; Wold, 1985 ) . PLS tries to find an orthogonal basis, such that the covariance between the set of projections onto these basis vectors is mutually maximised: max w x , w y w x T C xy w y subject to w x T w x = 1 , w y T w y = 1
where λ PLS and w x are respectively the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the matrix C xy C yx . CCA was proposed in Hotelling (1936) and aims to find basis vectors for two sets of variables such that the correlation between the projections of the variables onto these basis vectors is mutually maximised. 
where λ CCA and w x are respectively the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the matrix C −1 xx C xy C −1 yy C yx .
Atlas application
As described in Section 3.7 , the LV displacement vectors for MR and US (both denoted by u atlas m,t,k ∀ m, t, k ) were represented in a common coordinate system (see Eq. (1) ). To apply the dimensionality reduction algorithms (PCA, CCA, PLS) the set of all vectors at all time points for each subject was concatenated, forming the matrices X = [ x 1 , . . . , x K ] and Y = [ y 1 , . . . , y K ] respectively, where X is the MR-derived motion matrix, Y is the US-derived motion matrix and K is the number of subjects. The vectors x k and y k represent the concatenated displacement vectors from MR and US respectively, with size (3 MT ) where M corresponds to the total number of vertices of the medial mesh (see Section 3.6 ) and T the total number of frames.
Hence, a subject can be embedded in the low dimensional space as:
where w x and w y are the projection matrices computed from X and Y using a dimensionality reduction algorithm (see Section 3.9 , Eqs. (3) , (5) , and (7) ). Furthermore, the low dimensional embeddings can be reconstructed in the original space as:
Experiments and results
We now describe our experiments on the large scale monomodal and real data sets. All experiments were carried out using the Python programming language, using standard Python libraries (Numpy, SciPy, etc.), VTK libraries, and the scikit-learn Python toolkit ( Scikit, 2011 ) .
Error measures
For all experiments we employed a common set of error measures. The three different evaluation metrics used are illustrated in Fig. 4 and explained below.
Embedding distance:
The embedding distance corresponds to the normalised distance between the low dimensional coordinates obtained using the MR motion vector and those obtained using the US motion vector, and is defined as:
where L is the number of components retained by the dimensionality reduction algorithm, and σ l is the standard deviation of the combined MR/US cloud of points formed by the embedding in dimension l for subject k . Reconstruction error:
The reconstruction error is defined as the norm between the original motion vector and the reconstructed motion vector. It is computed separately for both x k (MR) and y k (US),
where ˆ x k and ˆ y k are the reconstructed vectors from the embedded coordinates z k and q k for subject k (see Eq. (9) ).
Prediction error:
The prediction error is defined as the norm between the original MR motion vector and the predicted MR motion vector given the US motion vector.
where x k ( y k ) = w x q k is the predicted vector for subject k .
The reconstruction errors are intended to measure how well the dimensionality reduction algorithm can find a common space in which correspondences between the two data sources are preserved whilst avoiding overfitting. The embedding and prediction errors are intended to measure how closely the MR and US data match. Therefore, these two measures quantify how well US-based motion data alone can be used to analyse a new subject using a multimodal atlas. In other words, how similar are the atlas embeddings based on MR and US data.
All metrics were computed for each subject in a leave-one-out cross validation. That is, the atlas was formed from K-1 subjects, then the left-out subject was used for embedding into the atlas.
The mean of each metric was computed to form the final E d (MR − US) , E D (MR − MR ) , E D (US − US) and E D (MR − US) .

Large scale monomodal data set experiments
For systematic validation and understanding of the results, a large scale monomodal data set was used for multimodal atlas formation as described below.
First, the atlas formation pipeline as described in Sections 3.1 -3.8 was applied to the cine MR images from the UK Biobank cohort, resulting in a set of MR derived displacements for each subject in an atlas coordinate system. Next, to produce synthetic US derived displacements, Gaussian noise was added to the real MR derived displacements. These synthetic US derived displacements were stored and used later as a ground truth for the validation of the different algorithms. The mean and standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution determine the similarity between the motions of the two modalities.
Two experiments were carried out on this data set. In both cases, we first estimated the intrinsic dimensionality d of the MR data using PCA. The estimated value of d (which was typically between 15 and 35) was used for the PCA, CCA and PLS algorithms.
Assessment of reconstruction errors whilst varying the numbers of subjects and vertices
The first experiment aimed to assess the variability of the reconstruction error with regard to the numbers of vertices and subjects. For this experiment we fixed the amount of Gaussian noise added to produce the US displacements to realistic values estimated from our real data set ( μ R = −0 . 25 and σ R = 4 ). Then, we varied the number of vertices from 150 to 950 by decimating the atlas mesh using the algorithm described in Schroeder et al. (1992) , and varied the number of subjects from 50 to 10 0 0. For each combination, using a leave-one-out cross validation we com- In general E D (MR − MR ) errors were between 1.2 mm and 2.1 mm, whilst E D (U S − U S) for CCA and PLS were between 2.3 mm and 4.7 mm and for PCA between 4.5 mm and 7.2 mm. In all cases, errors increased as the number of subjects decreased and the number of vertices increased. If we look in more detail at the intensity plots for E D (MR − MR ) we notice that the CCA errors were higher for fewer subjects compared to PLS and PCA. The reconstruction error E D (U S − U S) was significantly lower for CCA and PLS compared to PCA.
Assessment of prediction errors
In the second experiment we computed the prediction error for varying amounts of Gaussian noise added to the MR displacements to create the synthetic US displacements. For this experiment we fixed the number of vertices to 650 and the number of subjects to 50, which correspond to the same values used in the real database. The aim of this experiment was to assess how the variability between the MR and US data affects the evaluated algorithms. Fig. 6 a shows the variation of the prediction error whilst varying the Gaussian noise level. The x axis corresponds to the amount of Gaussian noise used ( σ M from 5 mm to 50 mm). For a small σ M (i.e. more correlated data) the E D (MR − US) is better for PCA, but then it has a steep slope, whilst the errors for PLS and CCA increase less quickly.
For each σ M value we also computed the Pearson's correlation coefficient between the MR and US displacements, to assess the correlation between the two input variables (see Fig. 6 b) . In the following section, we will use these Pearson's correlation coefficient values to relate the results of this experiment to the real data set.
Real data set experiments
On the real data set, we first present the validation of the three dimensionality reduction algorithms proposed, and we show how the LV volume, LV mass and the ejection fraction are affected by the use of the different algorithms. Then, we compare the use of our new temporal normalisation step to that proposed in PuyolAntón et al. (2016) and Peressutti et al. (2017) by computing the LV volume and the dimensionality reduction errors using the two approaches. Finally, we focus on the PLS algorithm, which outperforms the other two methods, and we use our framework to analyse the similarity between motions derived from MR and US.
Dimensionality reduction
We present here the validation of the three proposed dimensionality reduction algorithms: PCA, CCA and PLS. Before applying any of the three algorithms, for each subject k , the vertices of the reference ED medial mesh that fell outside of the field-of-view (FoV) of the MR or US images were removed from the analysis as they are not correctly estimated by the motion tracking algorithm. The intersection of all subjects' FoVs was computed to only retain the points that fell inside the FoV for all subjects. Most of the removed vertices belonged to the LV apex. After removing the vertices that are outside the FoV, the medial mesh had approximately 650 vertices. Note also that, similar to the results presented on the large scale monomodal data set, the intrinsic dimensionality of the real data was computed using PCA (retaining 90% of the variance, d = 25 ), and then used for the PCA, CCA and PLS experiments.
For each dimensionality reduction algorithm, we computed the
, and the mean prediction error E D (MR − US) using a leave-one-out cross validation. Fig. 7 shows these errors. We can see that CCA and PLS have much lower errors than PCA for all measures apart from E D (MR − MR ) . This is to be expected since PCA is trained on MR data only. However, an advantage of CCA and PLS is that they offer separate mappings for the two modalities, allowing the prediction of one given the other.
Consequently, CCA and PLS have lower E D (U S − U S) , E d (MR − US)
and
For the real data set, the Pearson's correlation coefficient between the MR and US displacement data is 0.71, which corresponds to a σ M in the large scale monomodal experiments of just under 25 mm (see Fig. 6 b) . We can see from Figs. 5, 6 a and 7 that for this σ M the reconstructed error and prediction error predicted by the large scale monomodal data set and those found using the real data set are similar. Furthermore, if we compare the results 
Table 1
Mean and standard deviation of the errors with respect to the ground truth (GT) for ESV, LV mass and ejection fraction for the different dimensionality reduction algorithms. The first row corresponds to the MR reconstructed data, the second row to the US reconstructed data, and the last one corresponds to the predicted MR from US data. A * indicates a significant difference in mean between the data and the GT, which is shown as the first entry in each row for reference. obtained on the real data set with the closest results of the large scale monomodal data set (number of vertices = 650 and number of subjects = 50), one can see that the patterns are similar, i.e. for the MR data the three algorithms have similar errors, while for the US data PLS has the best results and PCA the worst.
LV volume, LV mass and ejection fraction
For a further analysis of the results obtained, we compared the input medial mesh and the reconstructed medial mesh over the cardiac cycle. To quantify the similarity between both medial meshes we computed LV volumes before and after applying the dimensionality reduction algorithms. Ideally, the algorithms should preserve the main physiological characteristics. Fig. 8 shows an example of LV volume comparison for a sample subject from the real data set for the different algorithms proposed in this work.
From the LV volume for each subject, we computed the LV mass as the mean of the ED and ES LV volume multiplied by 1.05 g/mL ( Lang et al., 2015 ) , and the ejection fraction, which measures the fraction of outbound blood pumped from the heart with each heartbeat, as follows:
where EDV corresponds to the LV volume at ED, and ESV corresponds to the LV volume at ES. Table 1 summarises the ESV, LV mass and ejection fraction errors with respect to the ground truth over all real data set subjects for the reconstructed MR and US, and the predicted MR from US using the different dimensionality reduction algorithms investigated. To test the accuracy of the different methods we used a Student's t -test (99% confidence) between the ground truth values and those reconstructed using each method (a significant difference in mean is shown with a * in the table).
From Fig. 8 and Table 1 we can see that PLS generally reconstructs the clinical parameters more accurately compared to CCA and PCA. Specifically, if we focus on the US-MR predicted row we can see that there was no significant difference in mean between the PLS reconstructed ESV and E f and the ground truth. However, from Table 1 it seems that all algorithms underestimated the contraction of the LV, leading to a lower volume at ES. There are several possible reasons for this underestimation. First, we employ linear dimensionality reduction techniques and it is possible that the underlying manifold that represents the variation of cardiac cycle motions is nonlinear. Second, we utilise enough dimensions to ensure that 90% of the variance of the data is retained. We justify these simplifications in the Discussion section but both could lead to a slight underestimation of the displacement magnitude and hence ejection fraction. Finally, the use of a medial mesh rather than the epicardial boundary to compute volumetric measures may also cause a slight underestimation.
From a clinical point of view, healthy individuals typically have ejection fractions between 50% and 65% ( Kumar et al., 2014 ) depending on the modality, and outside this range is considered abnormal. From our results, we can see that for MR data all the algorithms reconstructed a mean ejection fraction inside the normal range. For US, the difference between the ground truth and the reconstructed ejection fraction for PCA is high enough to consider a subject pathological. This may have an impact on diagnosis and treatment.
Overall, based on the large scale monomodal data set and real data set results, we can see that PLS and CCA have similar errors and both have lower errors than PCA. However, PLS seems to have the most faithful reconstructed LV volume, when compared to CCA. Additionally, in our experiments we found that CCA was sometimes unstable when the number of features was higher than the number of subjects. Furthermore, CCA is known to be unstable when X and Y are nearly collinear ( Wegelin et al., 20 0 0; Wold, 1985 ) .
Temporal normalisation
To evaluate the temporal normalisation method proposed in Section 3.4 , we compared it to performing a global rescaling with respect to the length of the cardiac cycle. To this end, we computed the volume of the LV cavity for each time point. In theory, the volume of the cavity is greater in the ED frame, and is lower in the ES frame, where the heart is more contracted. We wanted to validate that after the temporal normalisation the volume changes looked physiologically plausible, and that the three cardiac timings described in Section 3.4 were correctly aligned.
In Figs. 9 a-c the original and temporally normalised volume curves of the LV medial mesh for each subject at the different time points are presented. To enable easier visualisation of the alignment of the cardiac timings all volumes were rescaled to between 0 and 1. We can see that for all subjects the three considered cardiac timings -beginning of isovolumic contraction phase, beginning of isovolumetric relaxation phase and beginning of atrial systole phase -are correctly aligned for the two modalities MR and US after our proposed normalisation technique but not after the global rescaling approach. Fig. 10 compares the results of the different dimensionality reduction algorithms using the proposed temporal normalisation and only rescaling by cardiac cycle length. We can see that the proposed temporal normalisation reduces the errors for all three algorithms. We believe that the higher errors for the global rescaling are because frames may not correspond to the same position in the cardiac cycle and therefore displacements from different cardiac timings will be compared.
Similarity between MR and US data
Based on the results presented so far, we considered that PLS has the better performance in terms of errors and stability. Therefore, for the remaining experiment we only use PLS. This experiment aims to find the areas where MR and US derived motion are more similar. To this end, we computed the mean point in the low dimensional space (i.e. the average motion), and then back projected this to the atlas space using the MR and US projection matrices. We then computed the Euclidean distances between the MR and US displacements on a vertex-by-vertex basis. The average such distance for each AHA segment was then computed. This helped us to visualise the areas where PLS finds greater similarities between MR and US derived motion. Fig. 11 shows the Euclidean distances between the mean MR and US motions in each AHA segment for each time point of the cardiac cycle. We can see that the AHA regions with higher distances are segments 1,2,7,8, which correspond to the base and mid anterior and anteroseptal wall. In diagnostic US, it is common that the anterior wall of the myocardium is masked by noise and by limited acoustic windows through the subject's rib cage and lungs ( Armstrong and Ryan, 2012 ) . In Fig. 12 we show an example where the anterior wall is missing. This area corresponds to segments 1,2,7,8.
We also see in Fig. 11 that the higher distances occur in frames 6-11, which correspond to the ejection phases (see Fig. 3 ), where the myocardium has higher contractility.
Discussion and conclusion
We have described a complete framework for the formation of a multimodal statistical atlas of cardiac motion, from its construction steps to the impact of different dimensionality reduction algorithms. The three algorithms proposed to build the multimodal cardiac motion atlas were: (1) PCA; (2) CCA; and (3) PLS. This is the first time that such a framework has been described, and we believe that our validation and analysis offer valuable insights into the nature and utility of multimodal MR and US data for analysing cardiac function. Each modality offers the possibility to observe the heart's motion from a distinct perspective, and sometimes offers complementary information. In clinical practice, MR is increasingly accepted as the gold standard for characterising cardiac function and anatomy, as it enables the acquisition of high contrast and high resolution sequences. However, MR is contraindicated for patients with cardiac pacemakers or metallic cardiovascular electronic devices, and furthermore it is a high cost technology. In contrast, US is commonly used in the clinic for assessing cardiac function due to its low cost, portability and good spatial resolution. However, it suffers from image artefacts and limited field of view. A multimodal atlas will benefit from the synergies between the motion features derived from the two modalities, and furthermore, it could be used in clinics to detect cardiovascular disease using only US data.
Our results show that, using a multimodal atlas based on PLS, US-derived motion alone can be used to analyse a new subject's motion whilst exploiting the multimodal (MR+US) data of a population sample. Fig. 7 shows that the accuracy of this process (i.e.
E D (MR − US)
) is approximately 2.5 mm, which is similar to the magnitude of motion tracking errors ( Tobon-Gomez et al., 2013 ) .
Note that E D (MR − US) effectively quantifies how accurate the US processing pipeline is for analysing motion compared to the gold standard of MR.
A possible limitation of the proposed framework to build the multimodal atlas is the temporal normalisation step, which relies on the correct identification of cardiac timings. For instance, the beginning of the atrial systole phase may vary between healthy and diseased subjects, and might be more difficult to identify in patient data. Ideally, we would like to use valve cardiac timings as it would be more accurate. However, the spatiotemporal quality of both TAG and CINE MR data (as obtained in the clinical setting) is currently not sufficient to allow accurate detection of cardiac valve timings. 3D ultrasound imaging suffers from the same problem.
Another limitation of the current approach is that all of the dimensionality reduction algorithms are linear, and therefore they cannot capture the nonlinear structure of high-dimensional data. However, the advantages of a linear model are that it is simpler, and the results are more easily interpreted. In addition, CCA suffers from numerical problems in its eigen-decompositions, as the CCA optimisation procedure involves computation of two inverses. Thus, it is only stable in problems in which the number of fea- Fig. 9 . Rescaled LV volume for each subject over the cardiac cycle (a) before applying temporal normalisation, (b) after applying temporal normalisation, (c) after rescaling with respect to the length of the cardiac cycle. The red dotted lines correspond to the three cardiac timings defined in Section 3.4 . (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) Fig. 10 . Mean errors for the real data set using the proposed temporal normalisation, and (stacked) using global rescaling by cardiac cycle length.
tures does not exceed the number of observations. Future work will focus on a nonlinear version of the proposed multi-view algorithms, and on applying the multimodal atlas to clinical problems to learn the representation of pathological motion patterns from certain cardiac diseases in order to detect them in early stages. The results presented in Section 4.3.4 showed that the large variation of MR and US-derived motion is focused on the basal free wall segments, which correspond to the wall with higher variation from a clinical point of view. In future work we aim to use this information as prior knowledge to weight the contributions of features in the dimensionality reduction process.
We used a large-scale monomodal database to compare the performances of the different algorithms under different circumstances, i.e. varying number of samples/features and similarity between modalities. Based on the results we have an approximative idea of the lower bound of the errors of the algorithms as well as how many subjects would be necessary to achieve a good level of accuracy. However, a limitation of the proposed method to construct the synthetic US displacements is the use of a global Gaussian noise model to model the variability between modalities. Greater realism could be achieved by using a locally varying model, but at the expense of the clarity and conciseness of the experimental results.
Our current clinical data set is composed of data from two different centres, which might introduce some bias into the model. In order to minimise this bias, we acquired the data using identical machines (both MR and US). However, we did observe some variation in spatial and temporal resolution, which we presume is due to the lack of standardisation in clinical imaging protocols. This variation was noticeable both between images acquired at the same centre as well between images acquired at different centres. Nevertheless, we found no systematic differences between centres in terms of spatial and temporal resolution.
In the current framework (see Fig. 1 ) the MR and US geometry/motion estimation pipelines are performed independently, and the results are combined using a multi-view subspace learning algorithm. This strategy was used as we wanted to preserved the potentially complementary motion information provided by the two modalities. However, alternative pipelines in which the processing of the two modalities is more closely coupled are possible and we plan to investigate these in future work, e.g. joint segmentation and/or joint motion tracking approaches ( Liu et al., 2017 ) .
In conclusion, we have presented a new framework to build a multimodal cardiac atlas from MR and US. We aimed to simulate a scenario in which a high quality atlas was formed using MR and US data, and a new subject is related to this atlas using only low cost US data, which is widely available in clinics and can be acquired for almost every subject. We have demonstrated the feasibility of this clinical workflow and we believe that the establishment and validation of this framework could greatly widen the applicability and use of statistical cardiac motion atlases in clinics.
Data access statement
The first real data set is freely available at: http://stacom. cardiacatlas.org/motion-tracking-challenge/ . The second and third real data sets cannot be made publicly available because informed consent from participants did not cover public deposition of data. Finally, the large scale monomodal UK Biobank data set is publicly available for approved research projects.
